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Abstract— On the basis that all bodies attract each other according to Newton’s Law of Gravitation, from observing the universe it was
concluded that it can be modeled as a simple structure composed of individual objects (particles, celestial bodies, galaxies, etc.) and basic
units (BU) of P ≥ 2 gravitational objects (BUP) which can also be reduced each to a single point of mass located at their Subcenters of Mass
(SoM). It is apparent that the P objects of a BUP move elliptically or circularly at the same angular speed (SAS) around their SoM. Although
parabolic and hyperbolic are also solutions of stable motions, for simplicity, in this model of an ordered universe, only the elliptical and
circular movements were considered. The BUs were detected as hierarchical constituents of gravitational systems transmitting their
gravitational effects (central forces) to the other objects through their SoMs. By reducing any BUP first to a Two-Body problem and then to
the One-Body formulation, equal forces exerted from their SoM, equal moments, equal angular momenta and equal angular speeds were
shown to hold for each object in that BUP. With this optic, combinations of the BUPs among them and with other single objects recreate all
the possible configurations that any gravitational system can exhibit (the N-body Problem) and therefore can be easily solved. Examples of
configurations for the Two, Three and Four-Body Problem were solved in all their possible and particular cases, and presented the inferred
solution of the five, six and N-Body problem. Finally, the always used “Superposition principle of central forces” for N > 2 (as the first step to
“solve” the N-Body Problem, after Newton) was shown false through the analysis of a simple BU3 counterexample.
Keywords— Center of Mass, Sub-Center of Mass, Real Sub-Center of Mass, Virtual Sub-Center of Mass, Two-Body Problem, Three-Body
Problem, Four-Body Problem, N-body problem, Newton’s Laws, Universal Law of Gravitation, Gravitational Forces, Central Forces.
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motion of gravitational objects in Our Universe.
We know thanks Newton’s Universal Gravitation Law that
a body attracted by another gravitational object respond to
the Center of Mass (CoM) rules and can move elliptical,
parabolic or hyperbolically, or, have a constant and rectilinear
motion if it isn’t attracted. However, the same applies for any
object, subsystem or system moving in the space (binary,
ternary, .. or P-ary star systems, galaxies, clusters, etc.).
Note 1: We will refer in this work only to elliptical and
circular motions; say, only cyclic motions of objects to reach
a simplified and stable model of the universe (SMU). Neither
collisions nor parabolic or hyperbolic movements are treated.
1.2 Foundations: Center and subcenter of Mass properties.
Let us remember some very useful definitions and properties
for this study of the Center of Mass of gravitational bodies.
Definition 1: The Center of Mass of a system, constituted by
N objects referred to as point masses m1,.., mN with position
vectors r1, . , rN, is that point whose position is defined by:
r

m1.r1  m2 .r2  ...  mN .rN
M

(1)

Definition 2: Gravitational or central forces acting on each
point mass of a system can be classified as internal (equal and
opposite forces with which two objects act upon each other
along the same straight line joining their two point masses)
and external forces (exerted from the outside by external
entities on each of the system’s point masses). According to
Newton’s third law, the sum of the internal forces is zero.
Thus, the sum of forces acting on a system is equal to the sum
of only the external forces. When system’s elements do not
interact with external objects, it will be referred to as a closed
or isolated system.
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Definition 3: Product M.r, the moment of the whole system’s
mass M, equals the sum of the moments of all the point
masses constituting the gravitational system. In fact from (1):
N

M .r  m1.r1  m2 .r2  ...  mN .rN   mi .ri

(2)
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This universal concept, applies to rigid and free bodies. For
instance, let a rigid body be thrown into space rotating, of
course, around its Center of Mass (CoM); and, suppose also
that their N particles are composed by different material
types: There are W wood particles, P plastic particles and I
iron particles, where N = W + P + I. Then, by dividing eq. (2)
into three parts, by type of material, this can be written as:
M .r  mW .rW  m P .rP  m I .rI

(3)

W

P

I

1

1

1

mW .rW   mi .ri ; mP .rP   mi .ri ; mI .rI   mi .ri
For, rW, rP and rI, the position vectors of the mass subcenters.
Namely, the moment of the CoM equals the moments’ sum of
the subcenters of mass (SoM) of each material type. Note that
particles move around the CoM and not around their SoMs.
Definition 4: Virtual Subcenters of Mass (VsM) are those
subcenters whose particles do not move around them, but
around the CoM. Note that they can meet any arbitrary
grouping criteria (colour, size, ..) i.e.: rW, rP and rI are VsM.
Definition 5: Real Subcenters of Mass (RsM) are those
subcenters whose particles do move around them due to the
effect of internal attraction forces, as those of Gravity forces.
Note 2: The Virtual Subcenter of Mass, where its particles
do not move around it but around the CoM, can be seen as
arbitrarily defined groups, within both types of systems of
rigid and free gravitational bodies. In contrast, the real
subcenter of mass, whose constituents do move around it,
only can be defined within free gravitational subsystems.
Note 3: A gravitational body does not orbit the center of mass
of other body but the RsM of the two bodies. The Moon does
not orbit the Earth but their RsM. The RsM of the Earth-Moon

subsystem, SEM, behaving as if it concentrated the sum of their
masses, does not orbit the Sun but the CoM of the SEM and the
Sun, and so on. It is worth noting that the RsM of a planet's
ring and that of the planet itself apparently can coincide.

be reduced, as it will be shown, to a Two-Body problem and
solved. So, for completely solving an N-body problem we have
to: 1) determine the feasible hierarchical combinations of its
BUPs; 2) reduce each one to a two-body configuration and
solve them separately; 4) form the vectorial motion equations.

1.3 Newton’s Law of Universal Gravitation
According to Newton’s gravitational law, two gravitational
point masses mand m, (particles, stars, subsystems, galaxies,
etc), separated by a distance r, attract each other with a central
gravitational force given by Newton’s expression:

3. EXAMPLE OF A BUP
BODY FORMULATION

where, G = 6.673×10–N m2/kg2 is the gravitational constant.
Newton’s force F is the solution of the motion equations of
two bodies with masses m1 and m2 that attract each other
(Two-Body problem), but it can also be seen as if the masses
were attracted by equal central forces F from their CoM
(Newton’s Prop. LXI-Book I, Principia [13]), or also as if a
fixed mass M attracts a moving mass (one-body problem):

,

REDUCTION

TO A

TWO-

In general, by definition 4, a BUP, apparently moving at SAS
around their CoM, can be divided into two virtual groups of Q
and R masses, MQ and MR, and Q + R = P, with virtual
subcenters, VQ and VR. In this way, a P-Body-SAS problem is
reduced to a Two-Body formulation, and Newton's force is:

(4)

for

AND ITS

(5)
Alternatively, let a group MA contain only the point of mass mi
and another group MB be constituted by the remaining P1
point masses, located as only one point mass at their virtual
SoM, VB (recall that the P1 masses do not really orbit around
the VB, but around the system’s CoM). Say, mass MB equals
the sum of all masses but mi: MB = m]i[ = m1 +m2 +…+ mi-1 +
mi+1 +…+ mP. The subindex ]i[ of mass m]i[ refers then to all
masses but mi. The virtual subcenter VB of masses MB is
located at an unknown distance B = ]i[ from the CoM. Thus,
as a “Two-Body problem”, MA and MB must move opposite
around, and attracted by, the CoM with equal central forces
FA = FB = F, no matter which in the BUP is the considered
mass mi. Matching the origin O to the CoM it leads to:
Consequence 1. The CoM becomes fixed relative to origin O.
Consequence 2. Since origin O and CoM match
then
momenta, linear momenta and forces on the CoM add zero:

and

2. IDENTIFYING BASIC UNITS (BU) OF P MOVING BODIES
EXAMPLE (BUP) FOR A STABLE MODEL OF OUR
UNIVERSE (SMU)
By observing our entire universe, it is not difficult to identify
all the stable cosmological subsystems (a very few types): a)
Two bodies moving opposed around their subcenter of mass
(SoM), as for example binary stars, to which we will call
basic units of two bodies (BU2). Other cases found, are: b) A
planet moving around a binary star (NASA 2012). Say, the
SoM of the two stars (a BU2) forms, hierarchically, with the
planet (a third body) a new BU2. c) Two bodies moving
“around” a star, i.e. the Earth-Moon SoM moving around the
Sun: say, this SoM moves together with the Sun around their
CoM as a new BU2. d) Another case not so easy to see
astronomically could be a BU3 (or a BU4, BU5, BU6…),
consisting of three, or more, bodies moving apparently at the
same angular speed (see Proposition 1 below) around their
CoM, probably as product of the explosion of a rotating body
which ended up divided into three or more pieces. e) Other
cases observed with many more bodies involved are those of
the asteroid belts of our Solar System which are a mix of
single bodies plus some subsystems of BU (usually BU2), like
the previous defined. f) Planetary rings (BUP) made up of
many small particles that move around their RsM, the latter
apparently coinciding with the SoM of the planet.
Thus, bodies in the universe move stably combined with, or
within BUPs, from the simplest to the most complex systems.
It is apparent that in complex configurations (galaxies,
clusters, superclusters, etc.) the gravitational forces among
members are transmitted hierarchically, in a vector way,
through their SoMs (from a body to the other bodies in a BUP
through its SoM) then from these SoMs to the system’s CoM;
next, from the CoM to other SoMs, and so on, to last bodies.
By considering a BUP as a particular P-body problem, it can

(6)
Similarly, force F, as expected, reaches a similar result to (5):
(7)
For:
masses

,
and

, motion equations of
, attracted by the CoM with an equal force

F, according to the general relationship

, are:
(8)

Proposition 1: All constituent masses in a BUP move planar
and stable around the CoM at a same angular speed (SAS).
Proof: Since MA = mi and MB = m1+..+ mi-1+mi-1..+mP must
move opposite, the masses inside the MB vectorially arrange
themselves such that their mean angular velocity (MAVB) is
equal to that of the MA ( ). Namely, MAVB = :
.
(9)
Expanding this to all possible cases, for i = 1, 2,.., P, it yields:

(10)
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By sequentially subtracting one equation from the next, equal
angular velocities (vectors) are obtained. In fact:

This requires that the contiguous angles between radii be the
same and have the value:  = 360/P.
Corollary 3: SAS and constant
imply the equality of the
following ratios: radius to radius at periapsis , radial
speed to and radial acceleration to
and also from:
reduced radius
to reduced radius at periapsis
,
reduced radial speed
to
, reduced radial acceleration
to
. All these ratios hold for each mass
.
Proof: Taking derivatives of equal ratios
and using

(11)
So:

(planar motion

) (12)

Corollary 1: The dynamic equality of the angular speed of
all masses in a BUP implies that the angular momentum of
each mass is constant:
Proof: From FA, B = F (Propos. LXI, Principia, Book I [13]):

the fractions property:

, we have:

(13)

By taking k as i or ]i[, and writting
; from
in (13),
angular momentum’s constancy and equality of ratios arise:
For:
where r0k and 0 denote the values of radius or reduced radius
and angular speed at periapsis (the closest point to the CoM).

Corollary 4: Equality of ratios

angular velocities
implies the equality of
moments,
and forces,
.
Proof: Taking the moments as common factors in the
equations B) in (13), and substituting the ratios
by

Corollary 2: Since MA and MB are always opposite, angles
between contiguous forces become and remain equal.
Proof: Angles measured from radius of mass mi, in MA, to the
N-1 the remaining radii in MB should have a mean value of
”. By Letting ,
be the angles between contiguous radii, or contiguous
direction of forces, and using them to obtain the partial sums
of angles from F1 to F2, F1 to F3, ... , F1 to FP-1 and F1 to FP,
divided by (N1), we must get the mean value of 180° = K
(no matter the starting point). For instance, from F1 and to FP:

equality of moments arise:

(17)
And from (19)

This last result implies the equality of forces:

(18)

  (   )  (     )  ..  (    ..   )  ( N  1) K 

Proposition 2: After simplifying a BUP into a Two-body
pattern and reducing it to the One-body problem, force F
exerted from the CoM by mass M on mass  has the known
value
, equal on any mass mk of the BUP,
.
This Extends Newton’s Proposition LXI-Book I to a BUP.
Proof: Since any BUP can be reduced to a two-body problem:
, located at a distance
from the CoM, and
, (virtual mass
behaving as if
sum of masses were located at its virtual SoM, V]i[) located at
a distance
from the CoM, then attracting force F exerted
on any mass mi (or
), in the one-body reduction, becomes:

This result can be simplified to:
( N  1)  ( N  2)  ( N  3)   .....  2   ( N  1) K (14)

Repeating the procedure from F2 to FP1 = F1, then from F3 to
F2 and so on, until from FP to FP-1, the involved angles are:


(N
(N
(N
.
.
(N
(N

 1)  ( N  2)   ( N  3)   .....  2    ( N  1) K
 1)   ( N  2)   ( N  3)  .....  2    ( N  1) K
 1)   ( N  2)  ( N  3)  .....  2    ( N  1) K
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
 1)  ( N  2)  ( N  3)  .....  2    ( N  1) K
 1)  ( N  2)  ( N  3)   .....  2    ( N  1) K

and

(15)

Multiplying by 2 the second equation and subtracting from it
the first and the third, the equation N(is obtained, or
that . Then, multiplying the third by 2 and subtracting
from it the fourth and the second, it yields N( or
. Namely, multiplying any equation by 2 and subtracting
from it the previous and the next, it is obtained
N(which gives . By solving for all the
equations, equal angles between contiguous forces arise:



Check 1. By putting eq. B), present in the set of equations
(13), in the two forms shown below, it yields for mass
(later, the same will be done for the other mass
):
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(19)
Expanding the two cases in brackets in (19), from

to

:
In order to those previous equations are equal to the last ones,
equal forces exerted from the CoM on masses are implied:

And by adding member by member the equalities in each
expansion, the known results of the two body problem arise:

,

(20)

Besides, adding all equalities but that on i, we get

and

,
,

,

,

,

;
.

Notice that this last procedure can be used for both an odd and
an even number of bodies with general results. So, it can be
employed in case of 4, 5 or N bodies. For the case of 4 bodies,
when using the first procedure (see A) it does not guarantee
the equality of forces, but using the (B) general one it does:

:

F3

(21)

A)
F2

F4

Similarly, working on the equations of the other point mass
and using last results to continue checking, we have:

1. F2 = F4 = F24
2. F1 = F3 = F13
3. F13 = F34 (?)

F1

B)

Constructing second terms based on first ones, we have:

Check 2. Since in a BUP angles between contiguous forces
are the same and equal to 360/N, the only way that the sum of
those forces exerted from the CoM is zero is that they need to
be equal (easy to see for an odd number of forces, without
considering gravity). So, for the case of an odd number of
three bodies moving around their fixed SoM (BU3), since
Sin and Cos are orthogonal functions and given the
equality of angles, whatever the values of F2 and F3, the
following equalities are involved:
F2

60° 60°
120°

F3

Where to be equal both results: F1 = F2 = F3 = F4 = F


1. F2 Sin 60° = F3 Sin 60° → F2 = F3 = F
2. F2 Cos 60° + F3 Cos 60° = F1
3. 2F Cos 60° = 2F (1/2) = F1
→ F1 = F2 = F3 = F

The application of both procedures to five bodies works well:

F1

F3

By taking in account gravity and the equality of angular speed
(SAS), as general procedure, through eq. B) in (13), we have:

F4
36° 36°

F2

72° 72°

F1

F5

1. F3 Sin 36° + F2 Sin 72° = F4 Sin 36° + F5 Sin 72°
2. F3Sin 36°+2F2Sin 36°Cos 36° = F4Sin 36°+2F5Sin 36°
Cos 36°. (Dividing by Sin 36° and doing for all)
3. F3 + 2F2Cos 36° = F4 +2F5Cos 36° → F3 = F4 & F2 = F5
4. F4 + 2F3Cos 36° = F5 +2F1Cos 36° → F4 = F5 & F3 = F1
5. F5 + 2F4Cos 36° = F1 + 2F2Cos 36° → F5 = F1 & F4 = F2
6. F1 + 2F5Cos 36° = F2 + 2F3Cos 36° → F1 = F2 & F5 = F3
7. F2 + 2F1Cos 36° = F3 + 2F4Cos 36° → F2 = F3 & F1 = F
8. → F1 = F2 = F3 = F4 = F5 = F

Considering gravity through the equations of motion B) in
(13), as the general procedure to show the equality of exerted
attracting forces from the CoM on any mass in a BUP:

By assembling the second terms based on the first ones, given
the equality of ratios in a BUP obtained in eqs. (17), we have:
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For:

;

,

and

.

Corollary 5: Given the equal angular velocities, equal ratios
and equal forces in each mass of a BUP, the magnitudes of
the moments relative to the CoM are dynamically the same
for any mass mk, for those of the BUP reduced to a two-body
problem,
or
, and for of the one-body formulation.
Proof: In fact, from B) in eq. (13):

Constructing the second terms based on the first ones it yields:

(22)

Corollary 6: The equal moments and equal ratios in a BUP
allow to ratify the values of the reduced radii,  ]i[ and .
Proof: From eq. (21)
. Dividing by ]i[ and mi.ri,
and multiplying masses conveniently by ri /ri = 1 moments
cancels out and the expressions of  ]i[ and  arise:

So as to be equal both results: F1 = F2 = F3 = F4 = F5 = F

1/.1,2…, i-1, i+1,…P.= 1/]i[ = (m1 + m2 +… + mi-1 + mi+1 +…+ mP)/ mi.ri
1/]i[ =[m1.r1/r1 + … + mi-1.ri-1/ri-1 + mi+1.ri+1/ri+1 +…+ mP.rP/rP]/ mi.ri

For:

;
(23)
Check: For planar motion, same angular speed, equal ratios
and equal forces, the equal moments are also equal to the
reduced mass multiplied by , that is,
and to the
reduced radius multiplied by i.e.:
Dividing terms of next eq. by or
adding terms:

Besides, notice that the only possible value of r, valid for any
mass
in a BUP, present inside the expression of force,
characteristic of the one-body problem,
, is
.
This is so in the reduction of a BUP to a two-body problem
because masses inside
really move around the BUP’s
CoM and not around their VsM. Nevertheless, for the case of
the Earth and Moon, its real SoM, SEM (masses move around
SEM), the distance from the SEM to the CoM of the Sun and the
SEM, is
, such that
is
met. Thus, the r value in the force between the Sun and the
SEM changes from the BUP case to
where

(24)
for
(25)
for
(26)
Proposition 3: For planar motion of masses, equal
moments, equal angular speeds and equal ratios, the
equality of the linear momenta holds:
.
Proof: In planar motion:
, for
(another way
to write the angular speed); since ratios
, then:

is different to
. The real distance
is
that between the RsM of the Earth-Moon, SEM, and the CoM
of the Earth-Moon-Sun system (which is not a BUP but a
BU2 nested into another BU2, namely, a BU2nBU2).
Thus, as shown in eq. (5), by dividing the P single point
masses of a BUP into two subgroups of masses
and
, and reduced masses
and
such that

,

Multiplying

by

= 1, and

by , for

and

We have:
(27)

; we reduce this specific P-Body-SAS configuration

Since

to the Two-Body and to the One-Body problem of known
solutions, where Newton's force, exerted from the CoM on a
moving mass located at a distance
, becomes as if a
fixed mass M. were located at the CoM. The force F on mass
is the same exerted on any mass
of the BUP, and that
exerted on
or
of the Two-Body problem:

is true, then is

4. APPLICATION OF THE ABOVE RESULTS TO THE SOLUTION
OF THE TWO, THREE AND FOUR OR N-BODY PROBLEM
Obtained equality of forces, moments, angular speeds, ratios
and angles between contiguous radii in the BUPs allowed the
reduction of any BUP problem to the one-body formulation,
and so to determine the actual expression of the attractive
equal force F between the CoM and any mass moving around
5

it at the SAS in a BUP. Let's look at some configurations of
specific N-Body Problems by identifying their BUs in the
allowed combinations that can be predicted, ranked by the
total number N of considered bodies, under the properties
derived from the previously shown propositions for the BUPs.

force exerted from the CoM on any point mass is always
given by the expression (33), which is the gravitational
force between two bodies, but it differs from the result
given by the “superposition principle of gravitational
forces”. We will study this assumption in Section 5.
Let’s continue. There is proportionality between the
generic radius rk of each mass mk and the radius r given
by the equality of moments: rk = .r/mk. Since contiguous
radii are separated by angles of 120° then the vector
trajectories, for all the simultaneous masses’ motions, are:

4.1 The Two-body problem. It is the simplest BU2 and its
only allowed pattern: both bodies orbiting elliptically (or
circularly) at the SAS, around their CoM located at the
common focus of their two coplanar ellipses.
CM

Number of cases: C2,2 = 1

v2
CM

Fig. 1 BU2

m2

r2

(34)

r1
m1

m2

m1

v1

For:

From B) in eq. (13) and equality of ratios in eq. (17):

and,
r  r1  r2  r3 


v  v1  v2  v3 

1h

r
; rk 
.r ;
1  e. cos
mk

(28)

(35)



1h
1
G.M
rk 
.
; e
 1; h  2 2 ;
mk 1  e. cos
r0 .h
r0 .v0

,

(29)

4.2.2 BU2nBU2 The second likely stable configuration
of the three-body problem is that of a BU2 nested in
another BU2 (BU2nBU2). Two bodies of masses mi
and mj orbit a real subcenter of mass Sijat a SAS ij,
and at once Sij, seen as a point mass having the sum
of masses mijmi + mj, orbits together with the third
body mk the system’s CoM, at a different angular
speed  not necessarily coplanar (NnC) with ij.

From the equality of ratios, eq. (17), and the equality of
moments,
from eq. (26), the
elliptical trajectory of each mass is given, for k = 1,2, by:
.r

1h
(30)
rk 

 rk  rk .U k
mk
mk 1  e. cos
4.2 The Three-Body Problem can be represented by only
two allowed or stable configurations, namely, as:
4.2.1 BU3. The three bodies are orbiting elliptically (or
circularly) at a SAS , coplanar (Proposition 1),
around their CoM located at the common focus of
the three ellipses or circles (SAS and equal angles of
separation comes from Proposition 1 and equality of
forces from Proposition 2).

C3,2 .C1,1 = 3

CM
m3

m3

m3



m2
m3

CM


Fig. 2

BU3

r1



r2

BU2NBU2

m2

CM

r1
S12

’12

r3
r2

d1

W



d2
m2

This configuration could be that of the Earth, the
Moon and the Sun. The Earth and the Moon, seen as
if it were an isolated two-body problem, orbit
elliptically around their real sub-center of mass SEM,
located at distances dM = dM.Ur and dE = dE.Ur.
Then, this sub-center SEM, acting as if the sum of the
Earth and Moon masses, were located on it, mEM =
mE + mM, orbits elliptically together with the Sun, of
mass mS, around the system’s CoM. The composite
mass Earth-Moon, located at the SEM presents itself
orbiting the CoM at a distance ’EM = ’EM.UR,
collinear with Sun’s radius, rS = rS.UR. Since internal
forces are zero, their moments are equal, mEM.’EM =
mS.rS. Ellipses described by the Earth and the Moon
around their sub-center of mass SEM, are coplanar
among them but not necessarily with ellipses
described by the subcenter SEM and the Sun’s point
mass, SS, around the system’s CoM.
These two two-body motions, describing elliptic
orbits, result in equations different from those of the
BU3 masses motion previously treated in Section
4.2.1. Here as well, a first pair of equations apply for
the elliptical motion of the Earth, mE, and Moon, mM,
around their subcenter SEM. They are attracted by the
SEM with equal forces f = f.Ur. In the other pair of
equations equal forces F are applied from the

r3

m1

m1

Fig. 3

C3,3 = 1

CM

m1

S12

m2

m1

(31)
The calculations are similar to those of a BU2.
(32)
(33)
See the following notes:
Note a) For mk ≠ mj mass triangle is always scalene,
therefore, only for equal masses it is equilateral. Thus,
neither the Lagrange equilateral triangle, nor the Euler
collinear configuration, nor the Figure-of-eight can be
feasible or real solutions in nature.
Note b) As seen, a BU3, and any BUP, can be reduced
all the time to the one-body configuration, and then the
6

Systems CoM on the SEM and on the Sun’s SoM, say,
mEM = mE + mM and mS, respectively. This gives:

and Phobos form a first two-body subsystem
describing ellipses around the subcenter SMP of their
masses (practically in the center of mass of Mars, by
comparing their masses). Then, is the movement of
the subcenter SMP, composed by the sum of the
masses of Mars and Phobos, together with the
satellite Deimos, orbiting stably around their CoM.
The calculations are similar to those for the EarthMoon-Sun System (Calculations are equal for
combinations within the same configurations).
Thus, there are a total of 4 possibilities of stable or
elliptic movements of point masses in the three-body
problem: those nested described before, whose
number of combinations would be given by C3,2.C1,1
= 3; plus the configuration of the three bodies, BU3,
moving stably and elliptically around their CoM
under the action of its gravitational attraction, with
only one possible combination: C3, 3 = 1.

1) mE a E  f , mM a M  f

(36)
2) mS a S  F, (m E  mM )a EM  F
Defining radiovectors for the Sun’s point mass, and
the SEM, around the CoM,as ’EM = ’EM.UR, rS =
rS.UR and for the movements of the Earth and the
Moon over their distances to the subcenter SEM, as dE
= dE.Ur and dM = dM.Ur , respectively, with a earthmoon distance as d = dE + dM, we have:
for
and
, where the value
of the radius
with a local meaning, as is shown)
can be calculated using the relation,
:

4.3 Four-Body Problem. Five allowed stable patterns arise:
4.3.1 BU4. All bodies orbit coplanar at a SAS around
their CoM, as a common focus to the four ellipses.
This is also another basic unit, with P = 4 or a BU4.

(37)
Ellipses in the Earth-Moon subsystem are given by:
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For
, and
defined as the real radius from the SEM to the CoM.
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Vector expressions of the elliptical paths of the Sun’s
center of mass SS and the subcenter SEM around the
CoM, and similar expressions of the point masses
motions of the Earth and the Moon around the SubCenter SEM, viewed from the CoM, are given by:
(41)
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4.3.2 BU3nBU2, where three first bodies orbit coplanar
their subcenter S123 at an angular speed (AS) 123, as
a BU3. Then, the three masses concentrated in the
subcenter S123, as a point mass m123 moves around
the CoM opposing to the fourth body of mass m4.
The AS of m123 and m4 is not necessarily coplanar
(NnC) to 123. This is a BU3 nested in a BU2. Notice
that since internal forces are zero in the BU3, this
four-body system has a BU2 as its simplest BUP.

(42)
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Another possible real example of stable movements
of three bodies would be the case of the planet Mars
and its small satellites Phobos and Deimos. So, Mars

Fig. 5
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4.3.3 (2BU2)nBU2 A first pair of masses orbit about S12
at a SAS 12 (BU2), and the other pair orbit about
S34 (BU2) at 34 NnC. Considering the two pairs of
masses (BU2s) as if they were concentrated in their
subcenters, these two composite masses orbit
opposite around the CoM, at another SAS  (NnC).
Namely these are two BU2 nested into another BU2.

S34

G.m34 . 34

d 3

4.3.4 (BU2nBU2)nBU2. In this case, A first pair orbits
around a sub-sub-center S12 at a SAS 12, as a BU2
which moves simultaneously with a third body
around subcenter S12.3 at another SAS 12.3 (NnC), as
another BU2; and, the latter orbits the CoM at
another SAS together with the fourth body as a
final BU2. An example of this case is that of [(Mars1Phobos2)-Deimos3]-Sun4, with the S12 and S12,3
almost matching with the point mass of Mars, but the
S12, S12,3 and CoM almost coinciding with the point
mass of the Sun (m 4).
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4.3.5 BU2nBU3 Two first bodies orbit around S12 at 12
as a BU2, and S12 together with remaining masses,
m3 and m4, moving around the CoM at  as a BU3.
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or simplest chain of BUPs it can also be reduced to a onebody formulation and easily solved, as shown before.
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Fig. 9 Feasible hierarchical nest of BU2 in our Solar System

So, our stable universe is viewed in our simple model as
constituted by single bodies and combinations of BUPs.

For:
r   '12 r3  r4 ;
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As indicated in section 4.2.1, Note 2), let us try to prove
Newton's assumption for N > 2 to be false in this analysis:
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5. “SUPERPOSITION PRINCIPLE
FORCES” FOR N >2

G.m12 .12
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GRAVITATIONAL

A consequence of the previous analysis leads to establish that
the logical assumption on the validity of the “superposition
principle of gravitational forces” is seriously in trouble. It says
[5]: If a gravitational central field is generated by several
point masses, m1, …, mN, then the force attracting one of them
mi, exerted by the other ones is expressed in vector form as
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; r4 
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Let’s check this by calculating in a BU3 the resultant force of
two bodies from the set of three on the third one according to
the superposition principle, to compare it with that given by
reducing this BU3 problem to its one-body formulation under
the Center of Mass concept, used in this work.

Notice how this last four-body BU2nBU3 configuration has
been reduced to a simpler configuration of a solvable BU3.
In sum, there are a total of 29 combinations inside 5 stable or
elliptic configurations of point masses in the Four-body
problem: C4,4 + C4,3.C1,1 + C4,2.C2,2 + C4,2.C2,1.C1,1 + C4,2.C2,2 ,
respectively.
In a similar way we can find stable configurations for the Five
Body problem (12 allowed configurations involving a total of
266 possible combinations of BU5, BU4, BU3, BU2 and
single objects). For Six Bodies can be found 28 allowed stable
configurations involving a total of 2807 combinations of BU6,
BU5, BU4, BU3, BU2 and single objects), and so on. In this
way the complete solution of the N-Body problem can be
obtained. Namely, proceeding for: 1) finding all the allowed
configurations, and 2) all their possible combinations. And
finally, 3) solve each one of them separately.
As seen, solving the N-body problem depended mainly on
identifying the hierarchical configurations allowed (each BUP
with its own real subcenter) in the simple model suggested;
solve each BUP-problem (P bodies moving at SAS around the
SoM). Finally, all the possible particular trajectories of each
point mass are vectorially determined through the SoMs and
the system’s CoM as combinations of the identified BUP’s.

Newton’s assumption originates from the numerical equality
between force’s value, s given by the one-body problem, and
that given by the two-body problem, coinciding with the
expression of force defined in the Newton’s Universal Law of
Gravitation. These facts caused Newton to assume the validity
of the superposition principle for N > 2. Scientists after
Newton took in account the difference between the two and
the one-body problem, but Newton’s interpretation made them
accept as valid for N > 2 bodies, namely:



? N m j .mk
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rj  rk
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j 1 r  r
j
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j k
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Indeed, such assumption is clearly shown false through the
following BU3 counter-example: let the case be that of three
equal masses (m1 = m2 = m3 = m) moving coplanar around
their CoM at the SAS. Making this problem yet easier, allow
the masses to be forced to move circular, as a ring, such that
the positions of the three masses always form an equilateral
triangle. Thus, forces, radii, velocities, etc., are equal and
constant for each mass. Let’s reduce this BU3 problem to its
one-body formulation following the same procedure
previously used in section 4.2.1. Masses and radii are equal,
but let’s write them dissimilar in the equations to ease writing:

4.3.6 A Simple Model of our Solar System
Our Solar System has in its structure a lot of binaries, asteroid
belts, planet rings, etc. A possible simple structure referred
only to the planets and the Sun [2], see Fig. 9. This system can
be reduced first to a simple nested chain of BU2s, then to a
BU2 and then to a One-Body problem and solved. This means
that any N-body problem after being reduced to its minimum

(58)
Fk  F k  1,2,3 ; mk  m ; rk  r ; From eq. (13)
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Body problem, due to they finally simplified to nested,
staggered or hierarchical combinations of BUK subsystems
for K P (for instance combinations of BU2, BU3, … ). It
led to a long but soluble process of calculating all its possible
configurations [12], which finally showed the way to obtain
the complete solution of the N-Body Problem.
In any BUP problem, the CoM coincides with a generalized
Fermat Point applied to gravitational bodies, where the sums
of radii, velocities and kinetic energies become minimal, as in
the Fermat Point in geometric triangles [8]. Like in the Fermat
point, the CoM is always loaded at the highest mass value.
These features led to state that the universe is less chaotic than
what is currently “explained” by the Chaos Theory, which
comes directly from analyzing the N-body problem under the
Newtonian assumption of the “superposition principle of
gravitational forces, for N >2”, which was proven false in this
work (Gravitational forces sometimes behaves strangely, so
much so that Einstein did not properly regard it as a force).
Despite the difficulty of detecting equal-angular-speed
configurations of BUPs at an astronomical level, with the
exception of binary stars, planet rings, asteroid belt systems
and galaxies that maintain their shape rotating around their
CoM, future observations of our universe will show that the
analyzed movements and the demonstrated properties of
gravitational bodies, presented in this work, are correct.
Additionally, it is worth noting that the magnitude of central
forces coming from subcenters of mass (SoM) or from the
CoM, depend on the number of bodies or on the geometric
distribution of the system’s masses, but not on the point mass
trajectories. This is due basically to the hierarchical central
character of the gravitational attraction forces from the SoMs
on single masses, and from the CoM on the SoMs, and so on.
In this theoretical work only ideal solids moving circular or
elliptically with an eccentricity less than one were considered;
mass or energy interchange among bodies, solar wind, the
continuous collision of particles or bodies, magnetic or other
forces, the possible friction produced by the not-completely
empty space, relativistic effects, etc., nor the important
instability problem were not taken into account because as
said this classical approach was only done for stable motions.

(59)

(60)
The one-body-problem equation of motion is:
, where a moving body with mass m/3 is attracted by a
fixed mass M = 3m, at a distance of R = 3r with a force F
given by:
G.M . G.m 2
FOurs 

(61)
R2
9.r 2
The force FOurs in eq. (61) exerted on the reduced mass  is
the same exerted on each mass by the CoM, i.e. Fk = F. For
this special case, the output of Newton’s assumption of the
“superposition principle of gravitational forces”, in order to be
a correct hypothesis have to be equal to the solution given
above in (61) by the reduction of the three-body problem to
the one-body formulation. Calculating the resultant Force,
FNewt, according to the “superposition principle of
gravitational forces” of masses m1 and m2 on mass m3, and by
considering in this case m1 = m2 = m3 = m and r12 = r13 = r23
=
, the value of the attracting force FNewt, to compare with
our result, is:
m1
r
F’

m3

3.F’

F’

r12 

3.r

r
m2

Fig . 10 Graph of “Newton’s Universal Gravitation Law” for N = 3

(62)

 FNewt  3. 3.FOurs

(!)

(63)

As seen, more than five times the value indicated by the onebody formulation! (For N > 3, the differences between FNewton
and FOurs are greater). Therefore, from these results Newton’s
“superposition principle of gravitational forces” is a false
assumption, and perhaps the main reason for not having
solved the N-Body problem so far.
6.
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